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1. Purpose and scope

This policy relates to the use of focused ultrasound in emergency departments.  

The policy is applicable to both public and private hospital emergency departments throughout Australasia. 

2. Policy

Focused ultrasound imaging has been shown to enhance the clinician’s ability to assess and manage patients 
with a variety of acute illnesses and injuries. 

Focused ultrasound examinations performed by trained emergency physicians in order to answer specific 
clinical questions have been shown to improve patient outcomes.

Clinicians should be credentialed for their scope of ultrasound practice. Health Services need to support the 
credentialing process with appropriate training, governance, equipment, dedicated IT and infrastructure.

3. Procedure and actions

The Australasian College for Emergency Medicine supports the following principles.

(a) Ultrasound examination, interpretation and clinical correlation should be available in a timely 
manner 24 hours a day for emergency department patients.

(b) Emergency physicians providing emergency ultrasound services should possess appropriate 
training and hands-on experience to perform and interpret focused ultrasound imaging.

(c) ACEM encourages all emergency physicians to be competent in at least the ‘core’ areas of 
emergency ultrasound, being abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA), extended focused assessment 
with sonography for trauma (EFAST), procedural guidance, lung and echo in life support (FELS). 

(d) ACEM specifically supports the use of ultrasound imaging by emergency physicians in patient 
populations where there is evidence for benefit for at least but not limited to the following 
clinical indications:

• traumatic haemoperitoneum/haemothorax/pneumothorax

• abdominal aortic aneurysm

• pericardial and pleural fluid

• intra-uterine pregnancy identification

• basic echocardiography in life support

• hydronephrosis 

• biliary tract disease

• soft tissue studies

• deep vein thrombosis

• lung pathology

• vascular access and other procedures

(e) ACEM encourages continued research in the area of ultrasound imaging and any other known or 
evolving imaging techniques and modalities.

(f ) ACEM expects that all emergency medicine training programs will have processes in place that 
allow trainees to gain instruction and experience in focused ultrasound imaging.
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